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Executive Summary
Coming up with radically new ideas based on excellent science and being able to materialize them
with real benefits for society is a tremendous challenge. It not only relies on the capability and inspiring
potential of the researchers, but on the suitability and synergy of other factors of a very different
nature: societal perception, economic/political context, gender/ethic issues, or its matching with real
social needs. Early detection of this type of idea and resource facilitation are key to enable the kickoff of promising future technologies. The EU has developed several programs for giving financial
support to these technologies, although competition is fierce, and a considerable proportion of
proposals submitted does not reach the quality threshold.
PREFET will address these challenges by creating a methodology platform which will connect the three
pillars we consider essential for a successful design and use of FET:
a) technology trends detection and analysis combining the most advanced AI engines with
human intelligence and social perception;
b) RRI trends analysis (and their social impact) and tools for best practices and implementation,
especially aligned with the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, and
c) innovation capacity building.
This means going beyond the observatory position and proactively detecting, engaging and supporting
researchers with high potential to become FET winners, underpinned by the responsible research
approach. RTDI, Linknovate, Trilateral Research and De Montfort University, have extensive
experience in the field of technology watch, trends analysis, project ideation & project building and
RRI implementation. Thanks to their own research activities and innovative methodologies, together
with the know-how of FET context, we really feel that PREFET will address the need of boosting the
European leadership force and create long-term innovations of great benefit for society.
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List of acronyms/abbreviations

Abbreviation

Explanation

AI

Artificial Intelligence

ALDE

Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe

CA

Consortium Agreement

CSO

Civil Society Organisations

DoA

Description of action

EESC

European Economic and Social Committee

EGE

European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies

EPP

European People’s Party

FET

Future and Emerging technologies

GA

General Assembly

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

KPIs

Key performance indicators

IPR

Intellectual Property Rights

MEPs

Members of European Parliament

SWAFS

Science with and for society
Table 1: List of acronyms/abbreviations
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1. PREFET Open Trend Consultation
The PREFET consortium will identify and involve stakeholders from the earliest stages of the project.
Target stakeholder groups include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Researchers working on FET projects
R&D centres
Policy makers
FET investors
Relevant industrial actors
Trade, professional, and consumer organisations
FET educators

1.1. Objectives and strategy
The aim of public dissemination of PREFET is to raise awareness about the project, but most
importantly, to disseminate the project results to audiences that may take an interest in the potential
use of the results (e.g. scientific community, policymakers). PREFET dissemination will focus on
engaging with experts to gather their views about future technology trends.
Although the consortium aims at establishing a transparent, two‐way conversation with experts,
partners must bear in mind that the project focuses on a sensitive matter (ethical, human rights and
security issues of future and emerging technologies). Therefore, care must be taken when
communicating with the public and media to avoid unnecessary misunderstandings about the nature
of the project and incorrect perception of its activities, particularly among online communities (e.g.,
as embodied in discussion forums or comment threads on news websites).

1.2 Barriers, risks and mitigation measures
One of the main risks relates to the inherent difficulties of drawing and sustaining the interest of
experts in the project results, and particularly in the use and uptake of the consortium’s proposals.
WP2 focuses on stakeholder identification, analysis and consultation – three key elements of
successful CSAs. Experts will be involved in every step in our approach using a variety of means:
interviews, focus groups, Delphi study, survey, meetings, workshops communication actions, and
comprising the PEC. Furthermore, the consortium includes partners who are recognised experts in
their respective domains (e.g., FET ethics, privacy and data protection, law, human rights,
cybersecurity) who will benefit from the project, and carry forward its experience in their domains.
This will boost the visibility and awareness of the project’s results. Moreover, the consortium has good
links with other experts, networks and projects dealing with FETs.
Other risks and the proposed mitigation measures are described in the following table.
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Risk relating to dissemination

Level

Mitigation

Gaining recognition, acceptance Medium
and support for the training
provided

PREFET will address this by adopting an inclusive
approach and establishing an Expert group to
validate and enhance the sustainability of the
project outputs

GDPR requirements for privacy High
notices and opt-in procedures
could hinder recruitment of
Experts
and
IdeAcademy
participants

GDPR evaluation will be undertaken on all
existing contact lists.

Failure to communicate the Medium
complexity of ethical and legal
dilemmas relating to technology
that is difficult to understand.

WP5 will develop anchoring strategies and
framing for each technology area to support
public understanding of science.

Risk that diversity in networks, Low
languages and expertise, regions
and countries make messages
coming out of PREFET irrelevant to
national and regional and/or
international audiences

PREFET partners will take an active role in
adapting, translating and communicating
messages to their networks.

Risk that public deliverable High
reports
impede
scientific
publication as results are already
published in the public domain

The exploitation manager will discuss
publication plans in relation to timing of online
publication of deliverable reports to ensure
publication of deliverables do not interfere with
plans for scholarly publication.

Table 2: Risks and mitigations
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2. Survey Design
2.1 Survey home page

2.2 informed consent

Informed consent signing sheet
Please take time to read the information here carefully and ask us if there is anything that is not clear
or if you would like more information.
Joining this Survey is entirely up to you; you do not have to take part. If you decide to take part, we
ask you to agree to this consent form by clicking next. If you agree to join, you may stop your
participation at any time without any impact to you.
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Survey Overview
As a participant in the PREFET Survey on key emerging science-based technologies, you will be asked
some questions on key trends and sub-trends towards the future of science and technology in the
world in general and Europe in particular. We ask for answers to be objective and based on your
expertise and deep knowledge.
In the first section, we ask for some statistical information that will help completing the perspective
around the answers received: area of expertise and years of experience in the area, from which type
of organisation has this experience been developed, gender, age and nationality.

Study Procedures
After you have clicked NEXT and have agreed to this consent form, we will provide you access to the
PREFET Survey. You will be able to answer the survey remotely. The questionnaire is divided into
sections. Completing all sections will take about an hour.
We will use your User ID only for statistical analysis. We will anonymise and aggregate survey results.

Confidentiality
Only PREFET consortium partners and the European Commission will have the right to look at survey
records. You have the right to see your records and statistics.
Consortium partners may present the results of this survey at scientific meetings or in publications.
However, your identity will not be disclosed at any time. The consortium will fully comply with the EU
General Data Protection Regulation. Questions: You are free to ask questions at any time. If you would
like to know more about our research, please e-mail evagarcia@rtdi.eu.

Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
Your participation in this survey is purely voluntary. You may refuse to join or withdraw at any time
with no penalty.
Although we do not expect it to happen, we advise all participants that the survey could be cancelled
at any time without their consent, either by the PREFET project management board or by the
European Commission to which the consortium reports. Otherwise, the survey will run from 1 June
2019 to 31 October 2019.

Acceptance
Please note that, at the behest of the European Commission, the PREFET project co-ordinate will store
your signed consent form for five years from the date of your signature.
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2.3 Questions (fully available at www.prefet.eu/trends)
2.3.1 ICT Questions

When ranking specific trends:
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These specific trends are, in fact, the result from PREFET technology scouting process (described in
D2.1). It is relevant to highlight that, in order to maximise the usability of the survey (which is a major
point for assuring the engagement of experts during the OTC and their efforts in transfering valuable
knowhow), we decided to group the trends within each area. This way, users:
-

Did not directly receive a list of ~15 detailed titles of specific trends per area (low readability);
Could start working and giving good feedback at group level, and then deep down into details
for those specific trends they consider more relevant and/or are closer to or more interested
into. So it would not become an “All or Nothing” game, and we allowed for a more flexible
participation. This way, we also reduced the total time the survey would take to each
participant (critical variable for user engagment).

Within the ICT area, these groups were defined:
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Criteria applied for defining these groups:
- Grouping trends related to the same technological area (i.e. Quantum
Technologies);
- Grouping trends into a more conceptual title which became more
self-explanatory / appealing, and invited exploring the details (i.e.
Privacy Enhancing Technologies);
- Try to avoid groups with just 1 trend.

2.3.2 Health and life sciences
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When ranking specific trends:

As for the case of ICT, groups of trends were defined following the same criteria. We also considered
common jargon from the industry, so these players could also find their way through the survey. So,
as it can be seen above, groups in this area are: Human Augmentation, Regenerative and personalized
medicine, Diagnosis, Drug discovery, BIO ICT for health.
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2.3.3 Energy environment & climate change

When ranking specific trends:
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As for the other areas, groups of trends were defined following the same criteria (although we had to
leave a 1-trend group for Crionics). We also considered common jargon from the industry, and in this
case, had to include more conceptual groups at the same time we offered some future-oriented
visionary title. So, as it can be seen above, groups in this area are: Energy & Water, Special perspectives
for addressing Climate Change, Sensorizing environment and Agro systems, Metamaterials / Material
/ Properties, 4D Printing and Crionics.
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2.3.4 Extra questions around trends
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2.3.5 About you form (for statistics)

2.3.6 Save and continue later form
Users are able to save current progress in the form and continue later. Anonimity can be maintained
should the use wish it by copying this link into their browser.
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3. Involving experts and OTC targets
3.1 Data mining based expert identification
Led by LKN, and taking advantage of work developed in WP2, primarily in Task T2.1 AI Massive Data
Analysis and T2.2. Manual Scanning, the consortium was able to leverage an extraordinary pool of
identified experts in Pre-Validated trend topics, conforming a “relevant crowd” to receive feedback
from.
In terms of expert identification, LKN has used the following rationale:
a) When LKN encountered limited expert identification when tackling very particular topics (e.g. “Time
crystals”, “Chemputing and 3D Printing Reactionware”, “Programmable Matter & Claytronics”, and
others): it was important to explore tangential (slightly broader topics, related topics, etc).
•

•

The query “Chemputing” (Chemputing OR Chemputer OR Chemobot) provides the biggest
signal to noise ratio, as it describes very well the niche topic of interest (stemming concerns
aside)1. However, the number of references (only 18) are not sufficient for expert extraction,
and to cover in equal conditions (or at least as similar as possible) each one of the 45 PV trends.
https://linknovate.com/search/?query=chemputing,chemputer,chemobot
The query “3D printing AND (Reactionware OR Chemical Synthesis)”
https://linknovate.com/search/?query=3d+printing&query=reactionware,%22chemical+synt
hesis%22&doc_type=trad+pat+grant+pub+conf
This query is broader than the niche PV trend topic of interest, but it is still relevant, shows
the same key-player at the top of the ranking, which in this case (as confirmed by analyst
content curation) is clearly University of Glasgow. The fact that if in the future this topic has
the prominence PREFET envisions for it, most experts may come from this broader topic (and
hence they are the ones most likely to be familiar, understand and/or provide valuable
feecback about it in the OTC process). Apart from this, the data source distribution for the
references of this query are mostly scientific/academic (90% of the total), which is a “weak
signal” that the references are a good fit for FET-like topics (forward-thinking, early R&D,
scientific).

1

The LKN search engine (Linknovate.com) provides stemming capabilities: the process of reducing a word to its
word stem that affixes to suffixes and prefixes or to the roots of words known as a lemma. That additional
information retrieved is why stemming is integral to search queries and information retrieval. Nonetheless with
newly labelled (emerging) topics it is better to use some variants (e.g. stemming would retrieve results for
computing and computer, without explicitly using both keywords, but not necessarily for chemputing and
chemputer, which are not identified as words from the same family).
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Figure. “Data source distribution” and “Records per organization distribution” for the query “3D
printing AND (Reactionware OR Chemical Synthesis)”.

Figure. Transformation of a PV trend topic into “machine understandable queries” for expert
extraction. In this example, Trend “Chemputing and 3D Printing Reactionware”, it is translated into a
broader topic for expert extraction: “3D printing AND (Reactionware OR Chemical Synthesis)” with
~1,500 references, most of which are scientific in nature.
b) When very niche trends’ topics provide well over the 100-200 expert contacts needed to run the
campaign, as was the case of “virotherapy”, “metamaterials cloaking”, “nuclear fusion power”,
“bionics”, and others there was no need for other techniques other than dividing the topic in the
relevant queries. Usually BIO topics were easier to extract, as bigger community of researchers could
be found even in niche forward-looking topics.
•

•

Query “Metamaterials cloaking” translates directly into “Metamaterials AND cloaking” with
over 1,000 references; more than sufficient for expert extraction.
https://www.linknovate.com/search/?query=metamaterials&query=cloaking
In these trends we opted for “forward looking” subcategories, when the field shows a very
high activity, e.g. “Regenerative Medicine” translates into “Advanced therapies” inside
“Regenerative Medicine” (“Regenerative Medicine” AND “Advanced Therapy”). Still with over
1,000 references in the last 10 years (80% of which in the last 3 years).
https://www.linknovate.com/search/?query=%22advanced+therapy%22&query=regenerati
ve+medicine
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c) When the topic provided a big number of experts (typically over 500) LKN could force the
appearance of specific “key-phrases” (e.g. “quantum internet” as opposed to equally valid query term
but broader in terms of potential noise as “quantum communications”), allowing the expert
identification process to be more “selective”.
•

•

Query “Quantum Internet” provides over 250 references, with a very high signal versus noise
ratio: https://www.linknovate.com/search/?query=%22quantum+internet%22
This led to the required over 100 experts extraction.
Query “Quantum Communications” provides almost 900 references, but with a higher noise
component:
https://www.linknovate.com/search/?query=%22quantum+communications%22
Since experts extracted are over the required amount no need to expert extraction is needed
from this “broader query”.

Figure. Transformation of a PV trend topic into “machine understandable queries” for expert
extraction. In this example, Trend “quantum communications”, the best signal to noise ratio is found
with the “quantum internet” key-phrase (250 high quality references).
The workflow was designed with iteration in mind, starting with ~200 experts per trend, as PREFET
estimated the response rate below 9%. Since this number has been almost doubled (~16,5% as of M9),
the consortium decided to tune the quantity of experts contacted, favouring the ones “ranked” higher
in terms of activity and reducing the overal number to ~100 experts per trend.
As M9 the workflow stats are as follow:
•
•
•
•

~100 experts contacted per trend
~14-17% response rate estimation after 300 responses
~2,250 experts contacted
~2,000 valid contacts
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Figure. Example of complete responds, which as of M9 surpasses the 300 responses, in ICT trends
alone. Response workflow dashboard.

This activity is being complemented by all partners encouraging to participate in the OTC
direct contacts from their networking databases (in average 30 contacts / partner). Although
this activity started in July 2019, it is expected that peak of activity will happen between
September and October 2019.

4. Processing feedback
OTC will help iterate on the Methodology presented in D2.1, and will allow PREFET Consortium to
prepare the Trendington with as much relevant content as possible, all uniquely condensated in a 2page "executive summary". This provides the means for a very practical discussion during this event
(estimating a 5min discussion per trend translates into almost 4h. Since consensus and conclusions
will need to be reached, at the same time experts will be focused in specific areas and working in
paralel, this is an optimum starting point to build and effective methodology for technology
prioritation and selection during the Trendington).
These executive summaries will be influenced by the input gathered during the OTC, so that subtopics
and tangential topics that the experts consider important are mentioned and used to enrich contents.
For this purpose, these summaries will be updated continuously during the OTC (and beyond).
The questions which are relevant to this feedback are for example:
1. Being asked to prioritise groups and trends (quite useful towards the Trendington);
2. Asking about real world applications (to help us drawing futuristic scenarios within the
executive summaries, something into which the EC shows interest);
3. Assessing TRLs (potential flaus in our process);
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4. Asking about specific challenges to address (in order to detect seeds for potentially relevant
subopics).
There are also questions related to RRI aspects (as fully described in D2.2).
Finally, the OTC will also allow us identifying experts to invite to the Trendington event in relation to
their level of engagement with the project and capacity to offer added value to the discussion (best
answers will be careflly invited). We are carrying out this activity as we go, so that we can launch
invitation process as soon as possible given the potential difficulties for experts to manage their
agendas.

5. Conclusions
5.1 Grand challenges and everyday difficulties
Humanity faces a wide range of significant, and possible existential challenges in the present and near
future, likely to have substantial impact on the quality of life of billions of people. These challenges
are embodied in the Sustainable Development Goals and beyond. Many of these challenges are of
such scale and complexity, that radically new solutions are required, potentially emerging from
unexpected sources, and displaying unconventional characteristics.
The changes deemed necessary to our research and innovation systems to improve our ability to spot
these high impact ideas, not only benefit the grand challenges, but also offer the potential to create
new solutions to many more prosaic but still important problems.
Creating new models for the early detection, nurturing, evaluation, and ultimate implementation of
Future and Emerging Technologies is an innovation challenge in its own right, but also an opportunity
to break new ground in the way we identify radical and high impact scientific research. The full
automation of intuition or ‘gut feel’ detection systems is hampered by the fact that humans are often
unable to express why something feels ‘right’, which does make the creation of training data sets
rather difficult.
Recognising this challenge PREFET has devised a radically new approach to the detection of ‘trends’,
and the characterisation of aspects of those trends which make them stand out from the crowd. The
first phase of this was achieved by automated means, using Linknovate’s platform. The second stage
uses good old human intelligence and expertise to evaluate, rate and select potential technology and
social trends, which have been preselected by the AI system. This approach can be regarded as a form
of Augmented Intelligence

5.2 PREFET Augmented Intelligence
Augmented intelligence is an alternative conceptualization of artificial intelligence that focuses on AI's
assistive role, emphasizing the fact that cognitive technologies are designed to enhance human
intelligence rather than replace it. The choice of the word augmented, defined as "to improve,"
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reinforces the role human intelligence plays in fine tuning results, when using algorithms to discover
relationships and solve problems.
Augmented Intelligence ia an alternative label for artificial intelligence, which reflects the current state
of technology and research more accurately. While a sophisticated AI program is certainly capable of
making a decision after analyzing patterns in large data sets, that decision is only as good as the data
that human beings gave the programming to use.
PREFET has developed a new model for the interaction between AI/ML trend detection systems and
human experts in the identification of the FET candidate trends, and this is something we hope to
exploit in future FET/Pathfinder research.
Augmented Intelligence is potentially a FET candidate trend in its own right, and the creation and
execution of an important real world project such as PREFET, marks an important stage in the
evolution of this technology.
In addition to the Augmented Intelligence elements of PREFET was have created a number of
important innovations, largely to enhance the effectiveness of the OTC surveys as follows:

5.3 OTC Survey innovations
In the last two decades, on-line surveys have become the dominant method of eliciting participation
in research for its ease, quick response, and lower cost. Researchers have noticed a decline in the
response rate of online surveys compared to postal surveys (Fan & Yan, 2010; Fosnacht, Sarraf, Howe,
& Peck, 2017; Roberts & Allen, 2015; Shannon & Bradshaw). Recognising these concerns we undertook
to create and combine two important innovations in survey design and use.

5.3.1 Survey hyper-targeting
The ease and low cost of creation/mass distribution of online surveys, using tools such as
Surveymonkey has created some valuable but also problematic outcomes. Online survey fatigue
appears to have lowered the response rate of many online surveys to the point where without a very
targeted and hyper personalised approach, the expected level of response could be so low as to make
the activity somewhat futile. For PREFET was have taken a hyper-targeted strategy, by focussing our
survey response requests to individuals who are known to have expertise in the specific FET candidate
areas by selecting individuals through the Augmented Intelligence-based techology scouting process.

5.3.2 Novel survey design
Recognising that the user interface of a survey and the functionality of that survey have a direct impact
on the likely hood of a respondent completing the survey we have incorporated a number of features
which in combination should increase performance:
●
●
●
●

Responsive UX design making mobile use much easier
Touch screen survey manipulation (can be done with one hand)
Survey design where partial responses are valuable
Real time tagging of responses to capture even partial surveys
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●

Fully anonymous survey option

5.4 Survey performance
The OTC is still underway, and runs until the end of October 2019, however preliminary results have
shown a >16% response rate, which compares favourably to the anticipated 2 to 3 % the project was
expecting based on normal marketing statistics.

5.5 Opportunities for improving survey performace
From the feedback of survey respondents we have identified that the use of a randomised order for
the initial trend list could significantly improve the level of user interaction and reduce response
biases. Response bias is a general term for a wide range of tendencies for participants to respond
inaccurately or falsely to questions. These biases are prevalent in research involving surveys.
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